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Abstract—When it comes to Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications in advanced cellular networks, the resource allocation scheme should be re-examined to satisfy both low-cost
M2M and mission-critical M2M. Because most M2M applications are uplink-dominated, we propose a mixed waiting-time
auction and price-based dedicated uplink resource allocation
framework for the low-cost and mission-critical M2M. The prioritized framework guarantees resources for traditional Humanto-Human (H2H) communications while meeting the needs of
low-cost and mission-critical M2M devices on the basis of either
time bids or direct price. In addition, the scheme ensures the
existence and uniqueness of the Bayesian Nash equilibrium and
the interregional and waiting-time-based truth-telling properties.
This indirect mechanism holds with Bayesian-Nash incentive
compatibility, interim efficiency, interim individual rationality
and weakly budget balance. The results show that low-cost
M2M devices with lower energy awareness are more willing
to participate in the waiting-time auction, while mission-critical
M2M with higher energy awareness turn to directly pay for
guaranteed access. The delay in connected mode and the optimal
price vary according to the M2M/H2H traffic loads and resource
pool partitions. This work contributes insights that with proper
mechanism design, low-cost M2M and mission-critical M2M can
be served together, while the operator is financially compensated.
Index Terms—Machine-Type Communications (MTC),
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications, Human-toHuman (H2H) communication, resource allocation, cellular
network, game theory, mechanism design

I. I NTRODUCTION
2M communications a.k.a. Machine-Type Communications (MTC), featuring as a wide range of autonomous
devices to communicate wirelessly without human intervention, has become one of the most compelling requirements
in the future communications systems. 5G is envisioned
to satisfy the versatile massive M2M traffic characteristics,
from best effort applications like water/gas metering systems
and environmental monitoring, to ultra reliable ones such as
healthcare, public safety and mission critical industry [1].
Thus, how to serve low-cost M2M and mission-critical M2M
becomes significant in 5G. Low-cost M2M is also known
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as massive MTC (mMTC) with low power consumption and
extensive coverage [2], while mission-critical M2M as ultrareliable MTC (uMTC) and low-latency M2M with latency
and reliability as two key elements [3]. Before, the cellular
network was designed for traditional H2H communications
(e.g., voice calls), with monotonous and lasting traffic such as
voice call and web browsing. The traffic types of H2H communications are asymmetrically downlink, whereas those of
M2M communications are predominantly uplink-oriented. Due
to the emerging diversified applications, a new M2M-oriented
Quality-of-Service (QoS) categorization with eight classes is
proposed to cover both H2H and varied M2M services [4]. It
is an important but challenging issue on providing low-cost
M2M and mission-critical M2M communications to cater for
customized services.
Energy is another key aspect in M2M scenarios. Some M2M
devices such as low-cost M2M requires energy efficiency
and low power consumption for battery lifetime extension,
whereas others such as mission-critical M2M requires reliable
and delay sensitive traffic delivery at the cost of comparably higher power consumption. Thus, the degree to which
M2M devices value their energy/traffic differs from devices
to devices, and even from time to time. For example, several
factors influence how M2M devices attach importance to
energy, such as their residual energy levels, the power consumption, the difficulties to acquire energy and the electricity
price. The literature focuses on energy efficiency and battery
lifetime extension without considering the diversified M2M
energy awareness. Energy efficiency maximization problem
under statistical QoS guarantees is addressed for uplink resource allocation in M2M/H2H co-existence LTE networks
[5]. Power efficient MAC such as coordinated/uncoordinated
CDMA/FDMA/TDMA for cellular-based M2M are compared
[6]. In this article, we capture the energy awareness level as a
crucial factor for a variety of M2M devices. Low-cost M2M
and mission-critical M2M are viewed to have different energy
awareness levels.
One of the ways that M2M devices connect to the core
network is by being equipped with cellular capability, called
Cellular M2M [7]. Energy efficiency, scalability and cost
effectiveness are essential for M2M MAC protocol issues [8].
The 3r d Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has devoted
efforts to M2M communications through infrastructure-based
access networks and mainly focuses on scalability and cost
effectiveness [2] [9] [10]. Recently, 3GPP begins to study the
feasibility of using direct links for use cases such as vehicular
systems [11] and IoT wearable devices [12]. Since the majority
of M2M traffic is uplink-based, the procedure to perform
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uplink transmission in cellular networks is investigated [13].
Generally, the devices stay in idle mode to conserve energy
if there is no queued uplink traffic. Once the uplink traffic
arrives, the devices execute the network entry procedure
in the control plane to acquire dedicated uplink resources.
Therefore, the devices enter connected mode and uplink data
to the evolved Node B (eNB) without collision in the user
plane. The well-known network entry procedure in LTE-A is
the RACH (Random Access Channel) procedure with fourmessage exchange steps: Preamble Transmission, Random
Access Response, Connection Request, and Connection Resolution. When the same preamble sequence is transmitted
on the same time-frequency resource due to massive M2M
attempts, collision occurs in the RRC Connection Request step.
The state of the art focuses on RACH overload congestion
[13] such as RACH preamble detection and allocation [14],
access class barring (ACB) [15], enhanced access barring
(EAB) [16] and combination of them [17] [18]. Whether the
RACH procedure is appropriate for M2M communications
is comprehensively discussed [7]. The literature explores the
suitability and modification of the network entry procedure
to satisfy massive M2M, while leaves the uplink resource
allocation for co-existence of low-cost M2M and missioncritical M2M in the user plane to be unaddressed.
The investigation of cellular networks with M2M/H2H
co-existence has attracted attention recently, especially the
preamble pool partition [19] [20]. The preferred partition:
two disjoint subsets for H2H and M2M separately, or one
small subset for both H2H and M2M and the remaining
subset for H2H only, depends on the random access load
[19]. Another game theoretic analysis is conducted for three
disjoint small pools: one for H2H only, another for M2M only,
and the other for hybrid M2M/H2H usage [20]. Queueing
modeling and coalitional game analysis for M2M RACH
coexisting with H2H is proposed [21]. So far, research on
M2M/H2H co-existence has focused on the network entry
procedure. Few researchers have investigated the impact of
M2M/H2H co-existence on the user plane for dedicated uplink
data transmission.
In this work, we aim to enable low-cost M2M and missioncritical M2M by designing a dedicated uplink resource allocation framework, considering devices’ diversified energyawareness levels and the procedure from idle mode, network
entry to connected mode. In our preliminary work [22], we
explored the M2M devices’ energy-awareness properties in
a proposed waiting-line auction resource allocation framework, which properly captures the LTE uplink procedure from
the network entry to uplink data transmission. A waitingline auction allows players to bid the scarce resources with
time instead of money [23]. For example, this mechanism is
adopted for the dynamic spectrum allocation in cognitive radio
networks [24]. In this article, we further design the price-based
resource pool to support mission-critical M2M, while keep
low-cost M2M with lower priority to share the waiting-timebased resource pool with H2H. M2M devices can either bid the
uncertain resources with time or pay for direct access. Thus,
a prioritized resource allocation framework forms as shown in
Fig. 1, which is modeled as Bayesian Stackelberg game with
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waiting-time auction. We further investigate the properties
of this framework through mechanism design analysis. This
work contributes insights on the relationship between the resource allocation and devices’ energy awareness. The energyawareness property is modeled as a factor, energy opportunity
cost, which means the value per time from the aspect of energy.
A device with higher energy opportunity cost means that it
values the spent time more, i.e., mission-critical and reliable
transmission requirement. We exploit the way that the energy
awareness plays a significant role in designing a mixed lowcost M2M and mission-critical M2M network. The price and
waiting time vary according to M2M/H2H traffic loads and
resource pool partitions.
The major contributions of this paper are as follow.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A prioritized resource allocation framework, viewed as an
indirect mechanism design mixed with time and money,
is designed to support both low-cost M2M and missioncritical M2M.
The framework presents the device heterogeneity by
energy awareness levels, i.e., low-cost M2M with low
energy awareness, and mission-critical M2M with high
energy awareness.
The framework is modeled as Bayesian Stackelberg game
with waiting-time auction, where the eNB is the leader
and auctioneer, and M2M devices are followers and
bidders.
Except for the eNB’s announcement, the framework does
not introduce extra signaling exchange compared to the
LTE standard.
The framework achieves unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium, and interregional and waiting-time-based truthtelling. The indirect mechanism holds with Bayesian
Nash incentive compatibility, interim efficiency, interim
individual rationality and weakly budget balance.
The design of mission-critical M2M resource pool compensates the operator financially, with the price determined by the eNB’s expected revenue maximization.
This work implies that the operator can design dynamic
prices according to M2M/H2H traffic loads and resource
pool partitions, considering the tradeoff between the expected revenue and the expected delay in connected mode.

Dedicated Uplink Radio Resource Pools
1. Price-based

2. Waiting-Time-based

Mission-critical M2M
(pay with direct access)

Low-cost M2M and H2H share
(free but need to wait)

eNodeB (eNB)
Low-cost M2M
Mission-critical M2M
H2H Communications
Fig. 1. An uplink cellular network with low-cost M2M, mission-critical M2M
and H2H
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II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Problem Statement

M2M devices is depicted in Fig. 2. The detailed notations can
be referred to Table I.
Prioritized Resource Allocation

Uplink Data Transmission
time

High Priority for H2H

! " ~$%!""%
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H2H
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Low-cost M2M
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Low-cost
M2M
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Mission-critical M2M
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We consider a cellular network with one eNB to serve two
types of wireless apparatuses: H2H devices and M2M devices.
H2H devices mainly intend for traditional human-to-human
activities such as real-time voice calls, while M2M devices
perform a variety of applications, namely from low-cost M2M
to mission-critical M2M. However, the current uplink system
is originally designed for H2H communications. When M2M
devices begin to pop up, they share the dedicated uplink
radio resources with H2H devices, which may not satisfy their
diversified requirements, e.g., best effort, stringent latency and
reliability. In this work, we propose a time-and-money hybrid
prioritized resource allocation framework to not only guarantee
the H2H priority but also fulfill the prerequisite of mixed lowcost M2M and mission-critical M2M.
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Mission-critical
M2M
idle mode 5

(

(

units )

: network entry
: connected mode
: uplink scheduling request

B. Proposed Prioritized Resource Allocation Framework

Fig. 2. A prioritized resource allocation framework: (1) pay with direct access
(2) waiting-time auction

Here we design an innovative waiting-time-based and pricebased resource allocation framework for distributing the deficient dedicated uplink radio resources to numerous rational
M2M devices, while guaranteeing H2H communications as
the traditional approach. According to the traditional uplink
procedure, M2M devices wake up from idle mode to perform
network entry procedure, and then enter connected mode for
dedicated uplink resources. In the proposed scheme, M2M
devices, upon completing the network procedure, can either
directly acquire the resources in the price-based resource pool
by paying, or line up in connected mode to compete for the
free yet uncertain remaining resources in the waiting-timebased resource pool. The eNB designs the direct access price
p0 per unit of resource based on the expected number of sold
resources RP in order to maximize its expected revenue.
First, the eNB prepares two independent resource pools: one
with RT units of resources for the waiting-time-based scheme,
and another with RP units of resources for the price-based
scheme. The total number of dedicated uplink resources is
bounded by RT + RP , where RT , RP ∈ N. The H2H devices
use the waiting-time-based resource pool with the highest
priority without extra payment, which is the same as the
prevailing cellular system. Secondly, the eNB announces the
price p0 , the size of waiting-time-based resource pool RT ,
the anticipated H2H traffic load λ, and the reward time T,
which is the time to allocate dedicated uplink resources for
M2M communications. We assume that all devices experience
the network entry procedure with an expected time k [25],
send uplink scheduling requests, and enter connected mode for
dedicated uplink resource allocation. Based on the scheduling
requests from H2H devices, the eNB allocates RH units of
resources to the H2H communications timely, and then at the
reward time T distributes the remaining RW = RT − RH units
of resources to the M2M communications, where RW , RH ∈ N.
Since the H2H traffic is mostly for voice calls, RH is modeled
as a random variable following Poisson(λ) according to
the arrival of voice calls. The complete procedure from the
network entry to the dedicated uplink resource allocation for

For M2M devices to acquire the dedicated uplink resources,
the proposed framework is composed of (1) pay for guaranteed
resource approach and (2) intuitive first-come first-served
waiting-line approach. We assume that each M2M device
requests one unit of resource because the M2M traffic also
features as small data transmission. If the M2M device chooses
the first approach, it pays p0 to the eNB for a unit of resource
in the price-based resource pool. On the other hand, if the
M2M device selects the second approach, the eNB distributes
the remaining resources in the waiting-time-based resource
pool to the M2M device in a first-come first-served manner.
The earlier the M2M device lines up in connected mode,
with higher probability the device wins the resource. That is,
each M2M device decides to pay for pledged resources, line
up in connected mode to compete for unsure resources, or
give up to stay in idle mode. Except that the eNB broadcasts
the announcement, the proposed framework does not induce
extra signaling exchange compared to the LTE standard. M2M
devices do not send extra signaling to reveal their choices. The
eNB notices the devices’ arrival time in connected mode upon
receiving the network entry complete message. Regarding
of paying with direct access, the devices can indicate its
willingness to pay by reusing the network entry complete
message, which already exists in the prevailing system.
The first-come first-served principle provides fairness
among M2M devices at the sacrifice of energy consumption
due to waiting time in connected mode. We model the M2M
devices’ energy-awareness property as energy opportunity cost
wi for device i. The value of wi reflects device i’s value
per time (i.e., opportunity cost) from the aspect of energy.
Energy opportunity cost wi is defined as an increasing value
function of transmission power Pi , i.e., wi = αi (Pi ). The value
function αi (·) reflects how importance that device i attaches
to energy. αi (·) and Pi vary from devices to devices. Lowcost M2M devices tend to have lower energy opportunity
costs owing to the requirements of low power consumption
and energy efficiency. On the other hand, mission-critical
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TABLE I
M ATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS AND DEFINITION

Notation

Definition

N
RT

Total M2M device number
Total units of dedicated uplink resources in
waiting-time-based resource pool
Dedicated uplink resources allocated for H2H
communications, RH ∼ Poisson(λ)
Dedicated uplink resources allocated for M2M
communications for free, RW = RT − RH
Upper bound of dedicated uplink resources in the
price-based resource pool
Expected number of sold dedicated uplink resources, RP ≤ RP
Reward time, T > 0
Expected network entry time, k > 0
Energy opportunity cost of M2M device i, wi ∼
GW (wi )
Waiting time in connected mode of M2M device
i
The j th -largest waiting time among all M2M
devices
The direct access price per unit of resource
Utility function of obtaining a unit of resource
Time-valued utility function of obtaining a unit
of resource, ai ∼ G A (ai )
The j th -largest time-valued utility among all
M2M devices
Cumulative distribution function for the order
statistic of rank j among N − 1 independent
drawings from the CDF G A (a)
M2M device i’s payoff in time units when choosing to pay
The M2M winner’s payoff in time units when
choosing to wait
The M2M loser’s payoff in time units when
choosing to wait
M2M device i’s payoff in time units when choosing to be idle
The resource accessibility probability of M2M
device i, with PDF f (ai )
Waiting-time equilibrium strategy function
The condition that motivates an M2M device to
participate in the waiting-time auction

RH
RW
RP
RP
T
k
wi
ti
t ( j)
p0
v(wi )
i)
ai = v(w
wi
a ( j)
G A( j) (a)
p

πi

πiW
πiL
πid
Piw = F (ai )
σ(a)
a∗

M2M devices are inclined to have higher energy opportunity
costs with comparably higher power consumption to deliver
delay sensitive mission-critical traffic. Without loss of the
generality, we assume that wi follows a general distribution
with CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) GW (wi ) and
PDF (Probability Density Function) gW (wi ). The exact value
wi is private information only known to device i itself.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Stackelberg Game with Incomplete Information
The proposed mechanism is formulated as Bayesian Stackelberg game G = (N, Θ, S, U ), summarized in Table II, where
N = {0, 1, ...N } is the player set, Θ = {θ i }i ∈N is the type space,
S = {si }i ∈N is the strategy space, and U = {ui }i ∈N is the
payoff space. The eNB, i.e., i = 0, as the Stackelberg leader,
specifies the price p0 to maximize its expected revenue for
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introducing the reliable transmission. The M2M devices, i.e.,
i ∈ N \{0}, as the Stackelberg followers, choose whether to
ask for resources and the way of obtaining the resources, i.e.,
either pay or wait, based on the rule specified by the eNB. H2H
communications are always guaranteed with highest priority
without the extra payment. The Stackelberg game with the
waiting-time auction is a form of Bayesian game because
the players do not know others’ types, i.e., followers’ energy
opportunity costs and the leader’s exact remaining resource
number. The detailed game formulation is described in the
following subsections.

B. Knowledge of Information
In a game with incomplete information, the players’ private
information is their types, which are known to the players
themselves. The eNB’s type is the exact amount of remaining
waiting-time-based resources Rw for M2M communications,
and the M2M devices’ types are their energy opportunity
costs wi . M2M devices consider that the number of remaining
waiting-time-based resources is a random variable RW =
RT −RH , where RW follows a probability mass function (PMF)
PRW (Rw ). All players have a common belief that energy
opportunity cost wi follows a general distribution with CDF
GW (wi ) and PDF gW (wi ), and the number of resources for
H2H RH follows PMF Poisson(λ). The utility function of
obtaining one unit of resource, v(wi ), is assumed to be a continuously differentiable and positively valued non-decreasing
concave function of energy opportunity cost. Except for the
players’ types, it is assumed that each player has the complete
information of the system parameters such as N, k, T, RT ,
v(wi ) and λ. The notations are summarized in Table I.

C. The eNB’s Payoff
The eNB prepares two independent resource pools for
M2M communications. The total units of waiting-time-based
resources are predetermined to be RT , and the maximum size
of price-based resources are RP . Since the eNB has to satisfy
the undetermined amount of mission-critical M2M devices, the
price p0 is decided in advance to maximize the eNB’s expected
revenue. After the price is announced, each M2M device
decides to accept the price for direct access or participate
in the waiting-time auction. Upon the eNB receiving the
uplink scheduling requests from the H2H devices, it allocates
resources to them as the existing system. At the reward time
T, the remaining waiting-time-based resources are allocated to
M2M devices in a first-come first-served manner. The strategy
set of the eNB is s0 = {p0 : p0 ∈ R+ }. The payoff set of the
eNB is u0 = {p0 RP : p0 ∈ s0, RP ∈ N, RP ≤ RP }, where
RP is the expected number of allocated resources for direct
access. The expected revenue maximization problem can be
formulated as
maximize E(U0 ) =
s0

maximize p0 RP,

p0 ∈R+, R P (p0 )

subject to 0 ≤ RP ≤ RP, RP ∈ N, p0 ∈ R+ .

(1)
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TABLE II
S TACKELBERG G AME WITH WAITING -T IME AUCTION

Player set N = {0, ...N }
One eNB i = 0
M2M devices i ∈ N \{0}

QN
θi
Type space Θ = i=0
θ0 = {R w : 0 ≤ R w ≤ RT }
θi = {wi : wi ∈ R+ }

QN
Si
Strategy space S = i=0
S0 (θ0, θ−0 ) = {p0 : p0 ∈ R+ }
Si (θi , θ−i ) = {p0, ti : ti ≥ 0}

D. M2M Devices’ Payoff
M2M devices decide whether to pay announced price p0 for
guaranteed resources, to participate in the waiting-time auction
with time bid t i > 0, or to stay idle with waiting time t i = 0.
The strategy set is si ∈N \{0} = {p0, t i : t i ≥ 0}.
1) Price-based resource allocation: If one determines to
pay p0 , it obtains the pledged resource and has more time in
idle mode for power saving, as shown in Fig. 2. The payoff of
p
choosing to pay is Ui ∈N \{0} (p0 ) = v(wi ) − p0 −wi k +wi (T − k),
where wi k is the cost of executing the network entry procedure
and wi (T − k) is the utility of saving power in idle mode. The
price p0 has an impact on the devices’ willingness to directly
pay.
2) Waiting-time-based resource allocation: The waitingtime-based resource allocation is also viewed as a nonmonetary auction with sealed time bids. The bidders bid for the
uncertain amount of remaining resources, i.e., RW = RT − RH ,
with their waiting time t i in connected mode. The bidder i
may win the resource with probability Piw , defined as resource
accessibility probability. However, the bidder may also lose
with probability Pil due to limited resources and a large amount
of competitors (N  RT ). Thus, the payoff of participating in
the waiting-time-based resource allocation is Uit ∈ {Uiw, Uil }.
The winner’s payoff is Uiw∈N \{0} (t i, t −i ) = v(wi ) − wi t i −
wi k + wi (T − k − t i ), where t −i represents the time bids from
other devices, wi k is the cost of executing the network entry
procedure, wi t i is the cost of waiting in connected mode, and
wi (T − k − t i ) is the utility of saving power in idle mode. The
loser’s payoff is Uil∈N \{0} (t i, t −i ) = −wi t i − wi k + wi (T − k −t i ).
The expected payoff is


E Uit∈N \{0} (t i, t −i ) = Uiw (t i, t −i )Piw + Uil (t i, t −i )Pil
(2)
= v(wi )Piw − 2wi (k + t i ) + wi T .
M2M device i chooses an optimal waiting time with the aim
of maximizing its expected payoff in the waiting-time auction.


maximize E Uit∈N \{0} (t i, t −i )
ti

subject to

RT = RH + RW , RH ∼ Poisson(λ),
t i > 0, k > 0, T > 0, N  RT

(3)

The device’s payoff is affected by the resource accessibility
probability and energy cost. The resource accessibility probability relies on the number of available resources RW and the
competitor number N. The longer the device waits, the higher
its resource accessibility probability, albeit with the sacrifice
of higher energy cost. The cost depends on both the waiting
duration and the energy opportunity cost.
3) Stay idle instead of asking for resources: If device i
decides not to acquire the resource at the reward time, it spends
all the time T in idle mode for power saving. It does not

QN
ui
Utility space U = i=0
u0 = {p0 R P : p0 ∈ S0, R P ∈ N}
 
p
ui ∈ {Ui , E Uit , Uid } and Uit ∈ {Uiw , Uil }

enter the network entry procedure, which means it neither pays
nor waits in connected mode. The payoff of not requesting
resources is Uid∈N \{0} (t i = 0) = wi T.
4) Payoff maximization problem: The payoff space of M2M
QN
devices can be formulated as U =
i=1 ui , where ui ∈


p
{Ui , E Uit , Uid } and Uit ∈ {Uiw, Uil }. The goal of each device
is to select an optimal strategy si to maximize its payoff.
Several factors should be considered for decision making such
as the announced price, the remaining free resources in the
waiting-time auction, and their energy opportunity costs. The
payoff maximization problem is formulated as

 t
 d
p
maximize Ui ∈N \{0} (si ) = maximize
U
,
maxE
U
(t
,
t
)
, Ui
i
−i
i
i
+
p0 ∈R ,ti ≥0

si

subject to

RT = RH + RW , RH ∼ Poisson(λ),
RP ≤ RP, RT , RH , RW , RP ∈ N,
t i > 0, k > 0, T > 0, p0 > 0, N  RT .
(4)

IV. BACKWARD I NDUCTION OF WAITING -T IME -BASED
BAYESIAN S TACKELBERG G AME
In this section, we adopt the backward induction to analyze
the proposed framework. Backward induction is a common
and appropriate approach to deal with the Stackelberg game
by first analyzing the followers’ game under the assumption
that the leader has announced its strategy. The followers’
game is mainly composed of the waiting-time auction and
the conditions to participate in. With the understanding or the
followers’ optimal strategies, the leader can thereby optimize
its payoff and determine the price.

A. Followers’ Game
To begin with the backward induction, we assume the eNB
has announced the direct access price p0∗ and the resource
allocation rule. The M2M devices aim to find their optimal
strategy function s∗i to maximize their payoff in Eq. (4).
1) Resource pools: The eNB provides two independent
resource pools, i.e., price-based and waiting-time-based. If the
M2M device accepts the direct access price p0∗ , it is guaranteed
to have one unit of resource from the price-based resource
pool. So, it does not care about the size of price-based resource
pool. Regarding to the waiting-time-based resource pool, the
size is known as RT units. But, after the resource allocation for
H2H, the exact remaining amount is unknown. Nevertheless,
the distribution of H2H resource demand is assumed to be a
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common knowledge, i.e., RH ∼ Poisson(λ). So, the PMF of
the remaining resources, RW = RT − RH is derived as












PRW (Rw ) = 













∞
X
λ l e−λ
l!
l=R

Rw = 0

λ (RT −Rw ) e−λ
(RT − Rw )!

1 ≤ Rw ≤ RT

0

otherwise.

T

(5)

All players have a common belief on the distribution of
resources in the auction PRW (Rw ).
2) Time-valued payoff: The M2M devices have an option
to gain the resources by waiting in connected mode and being
served according to their waiting time. That is, the more
time they spend in connected mode, the more likely that they
win the resources. But, the waiting time they are willing to
spend rely on how time-valuable the resources are. Thus, we
transform the payoff to be in time units. The payoff profile
p
in time units is defined as πi ∈ {πi , πit , πid }, πit ∈ {πiW , πiL },
i ∈ N \{0}. In the waiting-time auction, the winner’s payoff is
πiW and the loser’s payoff is πiL . The time-valued payoff πi is
i
derived by dividing the monetary payoff Ui by wi , i.e, πi = U
wi .
v(wi )
A new attribute ai = wi = h(wi ) is defined as device i’s
utility on a resource in time units (time-valued utility). The
p
time-valued payoff functions when M2M devices pay (πi ),
W
L
d
t
wait (πi ∈ {πi , πi }), and be idle (πi ) are derived as follows.

6

up earlier. Thus, the waiting-time strategy function is defined
as t i = σ(ai, a−i ), which must be positive-valued, strictly
increasing, and differentiable.
3) Resource accessibility probability Piw : Resource accessibility probability means the probability that an M2M device
wins the resource if it lines up. This probability plays a key
role in determining the expected payoff in the waiting-time
auction, as indicated in Eq. (2). There is a tradeoff between
the waiting time and the resource accessibility probability. If
the device lines up earlier, the cost of time increases but the
resource accessibility probability also rises. In other words,
the order of waiting time is essential to determine the resource accessibility probability because the waiting-time-based
resources are allocated in a first-come first-served manner. At
the reward time, the eNB sorts all received time bids (i.e.,
t i ∈N \{0} ), in descending order: t (1) ≥ t (2) ≥ t (3) ≥ ... ≥ t (N ) .
Note that the devices choosing to pay or be idle are viewed
to submit time bids t i = 0. The devices with t i greater than
t (RW +1) win resources. Recall that the waiting-time strategy
function t i = σ(ai, a−i ) is strictly increasing. Given RW
resources for low-cost M2M, the bidder wins the resource if its
th -largest attribute,
attribute ai is greater than or equal to the RW
i.e., a (RW ) , among other N − 1 competitors. Specifically, the
conditional resource accessibility probability given RW units
of waiting-time-based M2M resources is G A(RW ) (ai )= P(ai ≥
th order statistic of the time-valued
a (RW ) ), which is the RW
utility on a resource in Eq. (8).

p

Ui (p0, s−i )
p0
= ai −
− k + (T − k)
wi
wi
w
U (t i > 0, s−i )
πiw = i
= ai − k − t i + (T − k − t i )
wi
U l (t i > 0, s−i )
πil = i
= −k − t i + (T − k − t i )
wi
U d (t i = 0, s−i )
=T
πid = i
wi
p

πi =

(6)

The CDF of the attribute ai is denoted as G A (ai ), and its
PDF as g A (ai ). Under the assumption that wi for all M2M
devices i follows the same distribution, ai of each M2M
device has the same distribution G A (ai ) as well. In addition,
ai = h(wi ) is a monotonically decreasing function because
v(wi ) is a continuously differentiable and positive-valued
non-decreasing concave function and wi is always positive.
The PDF of the attribute ai can be derived in Eq. (7) by
univariate transformation. Since the energy opportunity cost wi
is private, the time-valued utility function ai is also the private
information. All players have a common belief on g A (ai ).
g A (ai ) = gW (h−1 (ai ))|

dh−1 (ai )
|
dai

(7)

If an M2M device i participates in the waiting-time auction,
the best response is an optimal waiting time in connected
mode, i.e., t i , aiming to maximize the expected time-valued


payoff E πit (t i, t −i ) = PiW πiw + PiL πil = ai Piw − 2(k + t i ) + T.
The waiting-time strategy function is determined based on
the device’s own private information ai . With higher timevalued utility on a resource, the device is expected to line

RX
W −1

!
N −1
[1 − G A (ai )]m [G A (ai )] N −1−m
m
m=0
(8)
Due to the symmetry property, the resource accessibility
probability should be equivalent to all devices; i.e., Piw = Pw .
With the common belief on the distribution of the remaining
resources in Eq. (5) and the conditional resource accessibility
probability in Eq. (8), the resource accessibility probability
Pw is
G A(RW ) (ai ) =

Pw =
=

RT
X
R w =1
RT
X

P(win|RW resources) × P(RW = Rw )
(9)
G A(R w ) (ai ) × PRW (Rw ) = F (ai ).

R w =1

For simplicity, Pw is rewritten as F (ai ) with PDF f (ai ), which
implies that different time-valued utility on a resource results
in distinctive values of resource accessibility probability. The
time-valued expected payoff to join the waiting-time auction


is E πit (t i, t −i ) = ai F (ai ) − 2(k + t i ) + T.
4) Waiting-time strategy function t i : The Bayesian Nash
equilibrium is characterized by (i) conditions under which
M2M devices decide to attend the direct access, waiting-time
auction, or none, and (ii) an equilibrium strategy function
si (ai, a−i ). In this part, we focus on discussing the boundary
conditions and deriving the waiting-time equilibrium strategy
function t i∗ = σ(ai, a−i ).
Free resources are the incentive for the devices with high
resource accessibility probability to join the waiting-time
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auction. But for the devices with less resources accessibility probability, pay with direct access is another attracting
alternative. Regarding to the devices with least time-valued
utility, fixed costs of network entry prevents them from asking
for resources. As a result, we denote 3 indifferent boundary
∗ . A device with a ∗
points: a∗p,d , at,∗ p , and at,d
p,d satisfying Eq.
(10) is neutral between paying and being idle. A device i with
ai > a∗p,d prefers paying to idling.
a∗p,d −

p0∗
w ∗p,d

+ (T − 2k) = T

(10)

∗
A device with time-valued utility at,d
would be indifferent
between being awarded with zero time spent in the auction
and remaining idle. The second boundary condition indicates
∗ favors attending the
Eq. (11) holds. A device i with ai > at,d
waiting-time auction than being idle.
∗
∗
at,d
F (at,d
) + (T − 2k) = T

(11)
at,∗ p

In the third boundary condition, a device with
is fairminded whether to bid with zero time in the auction or to
directly pay for the resource. In such a case, Eq. (12) holds.
A device i with ai > at,∗ p chooses to join the waiting-time
auction rather than pay with direct access.
p∗
(12)
at,∗ p F (at,∗ p ) + (T − 2k) = at,∗ p − ∗0 + (T − 2k)
wt, p
∗ , and a ∗
In summary, the three boundary points a∗p,d , at,d
t, p
satisfy Eq. (13).
2k


BC1 : a∗p,d =


p∗



1 − v(w ∗0 )


p, d


 BC2 : a∗ F (a∗ ) = 2k
(13)

t,d
t,d



∗

p0


∗
−1


)
 BC3 : at, p = F (1 −
v(wt,∗ p )


Next, we aim to derive the waiting-time equilibrium strategy
function based on the boundary conditions. a∗ is denoted
as a boundary attribute. If an M2M device has ai > a∗ , it
always regards the waiting-time auction as the most appealing
approach. Thus, Eq. (14) holds.
∗
a∗ = max{at,d
, at,∗ p }

(14)

According to Eq. (9) in [23], the waiting-time equilibrium
strategy function should satisfy a first order differential equation, which can be expressed as Eq. (15).
1
σ 0 (ai, a−i ) = σ 0 (ai ) = ai f (ai ), ai > a∗
(15)
2
A device i with private attribute ai slightly greater than
the cutoff value a∗ would be willing to participate in the
auction, but would only wait for an extremely short time. This
observation gives the initial condition for Eq. (15) as follows:
lim + σ(ai ) = 0

(16)

ai →a∗

Thus, the specific waiting-time equilibrium strategy function
can be derived as
 ai

1 ai
t i∗ = σ(ai ) =
σ 0 (y)dy =
y f (y)dy.
(17)
2 a∗
a∗

7

5) Equilibrium strategy function s∗i : According to Eq. (14),
and at,∗ p affect the condition to attend the waiting-time
auction. The devices’ actions also depend on their private
attributes ai . Therefore, their private attributes and three
boundary conditions play a key role to determine the equilibrium strategy function for M2M devices’ payoff maximization
problem in Eq. (4). The boundary conditions are determined
based on the network entry cost k, direct access price p0∗ ,
utility of acquiring resources v(wi ), and resource accessibility
probability F (ai ). So, we begin with discussing the relation
∗ , a∗
∗
between at,d
t, p and a p,d so as to have insights into the
behaviors of all the M2M devices in the equilibrium.
∗
at,d

∗ = a∗ = a∗
∗
∗
Lemma 1. at,d
t, p
p,d holds if and only if at,d = at, p ,
∗
∗
∗
∗
at, p = a p,d or at,d = a p,d .
∗
Proof. Considering the case at,d
= at,∗ p holds, we assume
∗
∗
ã = at,d = at, p . It means that ã satisfies Eq. (11) and Eq. (12),




i.e., π d ( ã) = E π t ( ã, t i = 0) and π p ( ã) = E π t ( ã, t i = 0) .
Thus, ã also satisfies π p ( ã) = π d ( ã) in Eq. (10), representing
∗ =
that ã can be also viewed as a∗p,d . As a result, we prove at,d
∗
∗
∗
∗
at, p = a p,d if at,d = at, p holds. For the other two cases when
∗ = a∗
at,∗ p = a∗p,d and at,d
p,d hold, the results can be showed
by following the same rationale.

∗ = a∗ = a∗
Proposition 1. If at,d
t, p
p,d holds, the devices either
attend the waiting-time auction or stay idle, depending on their
attributes.
∗ = a ∗ = a ∗ . The cutoff value a ∗ to
Proof. Assume ã = at,d
t, p
p,d
wait in the auction should be a∗ = ã according to Eq. (14). An

∗ ) >
M2M device with ai > ã has the payoff order: E Uit (t i∗, t −i
p
Ui > Uid , so it participates in the waiting-time auction. An
M2M device with ai < ã always stays in idle mode because

p
∗ ) .
its payoff order is Uid > Ui > E Uit (t i∗, t −i

∗ > a ∗ if and only if a ∗ > a ∗ holds.
Lemma 2. a∗p,d > at,d
t, p
t, p
t,d
∗
Proof. First, we argue that if at,d
> at,∗ p holds, then
2k
∗
> at,d
> at,∗ p can be derived. The reason is
p∗
1− v (w ∗0

t, p )

∗ ) > F (a ∗ ) because F (·)
∗
that at,d
> at,∗ p implies F (at,d
t, p
∗ ,
is a strictly increasing function. So, by multiplying at,d
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
2k = at,d F (at,d ) > at,d F (at, p ) is derived. Because F (at, p ) =

1−

p0∗
∗ )
v(wt,
p

shown in Eq. (13), the inequality is rewritten

∗ (1 −
as 2k > at,d

p0∗
∗ ) ).
v(wt,
p

∗ > a ∗ , we conclude
at,d
t, p

Thus, with

∗
> at,d
and

2k

p∗

1− v (w ∗0

t, p )

∗ > a∗ .
> at,d
t, p

2k

p∗

1− v (w ∗0

t, p )

Next, we consider two cases: a∗p,d > at,∗ p and a∗p,d < at,∗ p . In
2k
2k
≥
must hold
the first case, i.e., a∗p,d > at,∗ p ,
p∗
p∗
1− v (w ∗0

p, d

)

1− v (w ∗0

t, p )

because h(·) is a monotonically decreasing function and v(·)
is a non-decreasing continuously differentiable positive-valued
∗ > a ∗ and a ∗
∗
function. So, considering both at,d
t, p
p,d > at, p , we
2k
2k
∗
∗
∗
derive a p,d =
>
> at,d > at, p according
p∗
p∗
1− v (w ∗0

p, d

)

1− v (w ∗0

t, p )

to Eq. (13). Next, we argue the second case, i.e., a∗p,d < at,∗ p ,
∗ > a∗ > a∗ ,
does not exist. The second case results in at,d
t, p
p,d
which is not valid. The reason is that a device i with its
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∗ > a > a ∗ regards π d > E  π t  > π p , which
attributes at,d
i
t, p
i
i
i
p
contradicts with the condition that πi > πid when ai > a∗p,d
∗
holds. In short, the condition at,d
> at,∗ p only results in
∗
∗
∗
a p,d > at,d > at, p .

∗ > a ∗ exists, M2M device i’s
Proposition 2. If a∗p,d > at,d
t, p
best response is either to attend the waiting-time auction or
to stay in idle mode, depending on its attribute ai .

Proof. Consider a device i with its attribute ai . If ai > a∗p,d >
∗ > a ∗ , the device regards E  π t (a )  > π p (a ) > π d (a ).
at,d
i
i
t, p
i i
i
i
Thus, participating in the auction is its best response. If its
∗ > a ∗ , attending
attribute falls in the region a∗p,d > ai > at,d
t, p
 t

the auction is the best response because E πi (ai ) > πid (ai ) >
p
∗ > a > a∗ ,
πi (ai ). If its attribute is in the region a∗p,d > at,d
i
t, p
keeping in idle mode is its best response because πid (ai ) >


p
E πit (ai ) > πi (ai ). Finally, if its attribute falls in the region
∗
∗
a p,d > at,d > at,∗ p > ai , staying in idle mode is its best


p
response because πid (ai ) > πi (ai ) > E πit (ai ) . To sum up,
the device’s equilibrium strategy function depends on the value
∗ > a ∗ holds, the device i’s
of its attribute ai . If a∗p,d > at,d
t, p
best response is to join the waiting-time auction or to remain
in idle mode, depending on its attribute.

∗ > a∗
∗
∗
Lemma 3. at,∗ p > at,d
p,d if and only if at, p > at,d holds.
∗
exists, then
Proof. First, we argue that if at,∗ p > at,d
2k
∗
∗
∗
holds. The reason is that at,∗ p > at,d
at, p > at,d >
p∗
1− v (w ∗0 )
t, p
∗
∗ )
F (at, p ) > F (at,d

implies
because F (·) is a strictly increasing
∗ F (a ∗ ) > a ∗ F (a ∗ ) = 2k
function. Next, we can derive at,d
t, p
t,d
t,d
p∗

∗ . Because of F (a ∗ ) = 1−
0
by multiplying at,d
t, p
v(w ∗
∗ (1 −
Eq. (13), the inequality is rewritten as at,d

So, we conclude

at,∗ p

>

∗
at,d

>

2k

shown in

t, p )
p0∗
∗ )
v(wt,
p

) > 2k.

.

p∗

1− v (w ∗0 )
t, p
a∗p,d > at,∗ p

Next, we consider two cases:
and a∗p,d < at,∗ p . In
∗
∗
∗
the first case, i.e., a p,d > at, p , we argue that a∗p,d > at,∗ p > at,d
∗
∗
does not exist. A device i with its attributes a p,d > at, p > ai >
 
p
∗
at,d
regards πi > E πit > πid , which contradicts with the
p
condition that πid > πi because of a∗p,d > ai . When it comes to
2k
2k
the second case, i.e., a∗p,d < at,∗ p , we find
<
p∗
p∗
1− v (w ∗0

p, d

)

1− v (w ∗0

t, p )

holds because h(·) is a monotonically decreasing function and
v(·) is a non-decreasing continuously differentiable positive∗
valued function. Taking both at,∗ p > at,d
and at,∗ p > a∗p,d
2k
∗
>
> at,∗ p > at,d
into consideration, we derive
p∗
1− v (w ∗0

a∗p,d

=

t, p )

2k

p∗
1− v (w ∗0 )
p, d

∗
. In short, if at,∗ p > at,d
holds, then only

∗ > a∗
at,∗ p > at,d
p,d exists.



Proposition 3. If
>
>
exists, M2M device i’s
best response can be to attend the waiting-time auction, to pay
with direct access, or to stay idle, depending on its attribute
ai .
at,∗ p

∗
at,d

a∗p,d

Proof. Consider a device i with its attribute ai . If ai > at,∗ p >
∗ > a ∗ , the device regards E  π t (a )  > π p (a ) > π d (a ).
at,d
i
i
i i
i
i
p,d
Thus, participating in the auction is its best response. If

8

∗
its attribute falls in the region at,∗ p > ai > at,d
> a∗p,d ,
paying with direct access is its best response because of


p
πi (ai ) > E πit (ai ) > πid (ai ). If its attribute is in the region
∗ > a > a ∗ , paying with direct access is its best
at,∗ p > at,d
i
p,d


p
response because of πi (ai ) > πid (ai ) > E πit (ai ) . Finally,
∗
if its attribute falls in the region at,∗ p > at,d
> a∗p,d > ai ,
staying in idle mode is its best response because of πid (ai ) >


p
πi (ai ) > E πit (ai ) . To sum up, the device’s equilibrium
strategy function depends on the value of its attribute ai . If
∗
at,∗ p > at,d
> a∗p,d holds, the device i’s best response is to
join the waiting-time auction, to pay with direct access, or to
remain idle, counting on its attribute ai .


Proposition 4. The M2M devices’ Bayesian Nash equilibrium
strategy function s∗i , ∀i ∈ N \{0} is summarized in Table III.
Proof. After analyzing the relation among the three boundary
∗ , a ∗ and a ∗ , the best responses of a device with
points at,d
t, p
p,d
its attribute ai are derived in Proposition 1, 2 and 3. The
device’s best response is to maximize its payoff in Eq. (4)
according to its attribute. Depending on different scenarios and
the regions ai falls in, the Bayesian Nash equilibrium strategies
are summarized in Table III. The Bayesian Nash equilibrium
strategy function s∗i satisfies Ui (s∗i , s∗−i ) ≥ Ui (si0, s∗−i ), si0 , s∗i ,


p

where Ui (si ) = Ui , maxE Uit (t i, t −i ) , Uid .
The boundary points, determined by k, v(·) and p0∗ , play a
key role in the device’s equilibrium strategy function. In other
words, by properly designing the price for direct access, the
eNB can induce the devices to operate in the third scenario so
as to maximize its expected revenue.
B. Leader’s Game
The eNB’s strategy is to determine the direct access price
p0 per price-based resource, aiming to maximize its expected
revenue in Eq. (1). The announced price p0 affects the boundary conditions in the followers’ game indicated in Eq. (13)
and the followers’ equilibrium strategies.
From the eNB’s viewpoints, it provides two disjoint resource pools. Waiting-time-based resources (RT units) are
free to guarantee H2H and the remaining ones to serve lowcost M2M. Price-based resources (RP units) aim to enhance
mission-critical M2M with reliability, so devices pay and
are directly allocated with resources without waiting. The
expected resource number to be sold is RP units, RP ≤
RP ≤ N, in case that all M2M devices urge for ultra reliable
communications. The eNB assumes that each M2M device
requests the direct access with probability Pb . So, the expected
revenue from the price-based resource pool is
n
X
E(U0 ) = p0 RP = p0 [ iPbi (1 − Pb ) (N −i) ] = p0 N Pb . (18)
i=1

If the direct access price is high, most devices would turn to
the free waiting-time-based resources. Based on the boundary
conditions in Eq. (13), the direct access price p0 satisfies two
inequalities: (1) p0 < v(wt, p )[1 − Pw ], an increasing function,
and (2) p0 < v(w p,d ) − 2kw p,d , an decreasing function, as
shown in Fig. 3. The value of p0 motivates the devices with
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M2M

DEVICE

TABLE III
i’ S BAYESIAN NASH EQUILIBRIUM STRATEGY FUNCTION

Scenario
∗ = a∗
a∗ = at,∗ p = at,d
p,d

i

∗ > a∗
a∗p,d > at,d
t, p
∗
∗
a = at,d
∗ > a∗
at,∗ p > at,d
p,d
∗
∗
a = at, p

ii
iii

Equilibrium Strategy
s∗i = t i∗ = σ(ai, a−i ) in Eq. (17)
s∗i = t i = 0
s∗i = t i∗ = σ(ai, a−i ) in Eq. (17)
s∗i = t i = 0
s∗i = t i∗ = σ(ai, a−i ) in Eq. (17)
s∗i = p0∗
s∗i = t i = 0

wi satisfying wt, p < wi < w p,d would like to pay. That is,
the portion of devices choosing to pay is Pm = GW (w p,d ) −
GW (wt, p ). The expected number of devices falling in the range
is N (GW (w p,d ) − GW (wt, p )). The expected total payment to
the eNB is p0 N (GW (w p,d ) − GW (wt, p )). Because the M2M
devices’ expected total payment is equivalent to the eNB’s
expected revenue, p0 N Pb = p0 N Pm must hold. Thus, we find
Pb = Pm = GW (w p,d ) − GW (wt, p ).
100

Price (p0)

80
decrease price
increase # of devices willing to pay

60
40

v(w)−2kw
v(w)(1−Pw)
pt,d

20
0

p*0

w*p,d

w*t,d

w*t,p

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Energy opportunity cost (w)

6000

Fig. 3. Solution concept (wi ∼ N (1800, 20002 ), N = 175, R P = 90, RT =
50, v(wi ) = 100, k = 0.01, T = 0.1, R ∗P = 72)

The expected revenue maximization problem is
maximize

E(U0 )

subject to

w ∗p,d =

s0

'

maximize
p0, R P (p0 )

v(w ∗p,d ) − p0
2k


RP ' N

∗
w p,
d

∗
wt,
p

p0 RP

, wt,∗ p =

9

v(wt,∗ p )
F −1 (1 −

,
p0
∗ ))
v(wt,
p

gW (w)dw, 0 ≤ RP ≤ RP, RP ∈ N,

p0 ∈ R+ .
(19)
However, the functions defining the equality constraints are
not affine. It turns out that the expected revenue maximization
problem is a non-convex optimization problem, which is
difficult to solve. Thanks to the boundary conditions and finite
integer RP , we come out an iterative algorithm to find the
optimal direct access price p0∗ and expected revenue, as shown
in Algorithm 1. Given each RP ∈ [1, RP ], we can find the
corresponding price by setting the initial price to be pt,d ,
∗
which satisfies at,d
= at,∗ p = a∗p,d . Any price higher than

if
if
if
if
if
if
if

ai > a ∗
ai < a ∗
ai > a ∗
ai < a ∗
ai > a ∗
a∗ > ai > a∗p,d
ai < a∗p,d

wait
idle
wait
idle
wait
pay
idle

pt,d results in the situation that all devices choose to wait
or be idle. The price iteratively decreases from pt,d based on
Newton’s method to achieve the condition that the number of
paying devices equals to the fixed resource amount. Algorithm
1 includes two parts. The goal of the first part is to find
the initial step size of Newton’s method, by ensuring the
portion of devices willing to pay falls within a certain range,
R
R
e.g., between 0.05 Np and 0.5 Np in Algorithm 1. The initial
step size is very important to make sure the corresponding
price can be found. In the second part, the price continues
to decrease with a variable step size pu so that the portion
R
of devices willing to pay is extremely close to Np . Finally,
the optimal expected revenue, resource number and price are
selected. The order of Newton’s method is 2. The complexity
of this algorithm is linear with RP , and quadratic order of
convergence to find the corresponding price given each RP .
Algorithm 1 Revenue Maximization Iterative Algorithm with
Newton’s Method
Input: U0 (p0 ): objective function; p0 : direct access price; pt,d :
initial price; pu : step size;RP ; N;
Output: U0∗ (p0∗ ): maximized revenue; p0∗ : optimal direct access
price; R∗P : optimal resource amount
1: initialize U0∗ = 0 and p0 = pt,d ;
2: for all R P ∈ [1, Rp ] do
3:
initial pu = 10−6 × p0 ;
4:
repeat
5:
p1 = p0 − pu ;
6:
Q(p1 ) = G A (at, p (p1 )) − G A (a p,d (p1 ));
R
7:
if Q(p1 ) < 0.05 × Np then
8:
pu = 1.1 × pu ;
R
9:
else if Q(p1 ) > 0.5 × Np then
10:
pu = 0.5 × pu ;
11:
end if
R
R
12:
until (0.05 × Np < Q(p1 ) < 0.5 × Np )
13:
Q(p0 ) = G A (at, p (p0 )) − G A (a p,d (p0 ));
14:
while |N × Q(p0 ) − Rp | > 10−10 do
15:
p1 = p0 − pu ;
16:
Q(p1 ) = G A (at, p (p1 )) − G A (a p,d (p1 ));
Rp

−Q(p1 )

N
17:
pu = 5(Q(p
× pu ;
1 )−Q(p0 ))
18:
p0 = p1 ;
19:
end while
20:
if U0 (p0 ) > U0∗ then
21:
U0∗ = U0 , p0∗ = p0 , and R∗P = RP ;
22:
end if
23: end for
24: return U0∗ , p0∗ and R∗P ;
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C. Properties
We show three properties of the prioritized framework: existence, uniqueness, and interregional and waiting-time-based
truth-telling. Also, the framework is an indirect mechanism
[26], which possesses Bayesian Nash incentive compatibility,
interim efficiency, interim individual rationality and weakly
budget balance.
Proposition 5. The Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the prioritized framework exists. Considering the eNB’s expected
revenue maximization, the equilibrium strategy function s∗i,0 =
{p0∗, t i∗ = σ(ai )} in Scenario iii of Table III is a Bayesian Nash
equilibrium.
Proof. We discuss the equilibrium strategy function in three
cases since s∗i,0 in Scenario iii of Table III is region-wise.
1) Device i with ai > at,∗ p : This device may deviate
from t i∗ = σ(ai ) to either t i0 , σ(ai ), to p0∗ , or to remain
idle. Since σ(·) is a monotonically increasing function, there
exists a unique reverse function σ −1 (·), which determines the
fraudulent time-valued utility ai0 = σ −1 (t i0 ). The time-valued
expected payoff with deviation is
 σ −1 (t 0 )
i

 t 0
−1 0
E πi (t i, ai ) = ai F (σ (t i )) −
y f (y)dy + T − 2k

, where

t i0

=

a∗t, p
−1
0
σ (ti )

y f (y)dy.
a∗

(20)
First, we compare the difference between the expected
time-valued payoff of applying the waiting-time equilibrium
strategy function σ(ai ) and deviation with t i0 in Eq. (21).
!
 ai
 t 0 ∗ 
 t ∗ ∗ 
y
(1 − ) f (y)dy
E πi (t i , t −i ) − E πi (t i, t −i ) = ai
ai
σ −1 (ti0 )
(21)
Since the time-valued attribute ai is always positive, we need
to justify the result of Eq. (21) is always positive in two cases:
(i) t i0 > σ(ai ) and (ii) t i0 < σ(ai ), so that the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium exists. In case (i), σ −1 (t i0 ) > ai holds because σ(·)
is a strictly increasing function. Taking the integral range into
consideration, we observed that ayi ≥ 1. The integral part can
 σ −1 (t 0 )
be transformed into ai i ( ayi − 1) f (y)dy, which is always
positive. Similarly, ai > σ −1 (t i0 ) and ayi ≤ 1 hold in the case
(ii) so that the integral part is always positive. Thus, we have
proved Eq. (21) always to be positive. That is, waiting t i0 ,
σ(ai ) cannot make the device i better.
Based on the condition of boundary point at,∗ p , we find that
deviation from waiting time t i∗ = σ(ai ) to paying p0∗ results
in less time-valued utility, as shown in Eq. (22).


∗ 
∗ 
)
E πit (t i∗ = σ(ai ), t −i
) > E πit (t i0 = σ(at,∗ p ), t −i
∗
p0
) − 2k + T
= ai F (at,∗ p ) − 2k + T = ai (1 −
(22)
v(wt,∗ p )
∗
p0
p
≥ ai (1 −
) − 2k + T = πi
v(wi )
Moreover, the time-valued expected payoff with σ(ai ) is
better than that to stay idle shown in Eq. (23), because of the

10

∗ and F (a ∗ ) > F (a ∗ ).
increasing function F (·), i.e., ai > at,d
t, p
t,d


 t ∗
∗
∗ 
t 0
∗
E πi (t i = σ(ai ), t −i ) > E πi (t i = σ(at, p ), t −i )
∗
∗
= ai F (at,∗ p ) − 2k + T > ai F (at,∗ p ) − at,d
F (at,d
) + T (23)

> T = πid
2) Device i with at,∗ p > ai > a∗p,d : In such a case, wt,∗ p <
wi < w ∗p,d and v(wt,∗ p ) ≤ v(wi ) ≤ v(w ∗p,d ) since v(·) is a nondecreasing concave function. The device may deviate from
paying p0∗ to either wait t i00 or stay idle. According to the
boundary condition at,∗ p in Eq. (13), we show in Eq. (24) that
the time-valued expected payoff with t i00 is not better because
y
ai ≥ 1 and the integral is not positive.
p0∗

p

πi = ai (1 −

v(wi )
p0∗

) − 2k + T

) − 2k + T = ai F (at,∗ p ) − 2k + T
v(wt,∗ p )
(24)
 σ −1 (t 00 )
i
y
≥ ai F (at,∗ p ) +
ai (1 − ) f (y)dy − 2k + T
ai
a∗t, p

∗ 
)
= E πit (t i00, t −i
≥ ai (1 −

Afterwards, based on the boundary condition a∗p,d , the
monetary payoff to pay is rewritten as
p

Ui (ai ) = v(wi ) − p0∗ − 2kwi + T wi
v(w ∗p,d ) − v(wi )
∗
= (w p,d − wi )(2k −
) + T wi .
w ∗p,d − wi
v(w ∗

(25)

)−v(wi )

is less than 2k in Eq. (26)
We further show that wp,∗ d −wi
p, d
because of the concave function v(·) and boundary condition
a∗p,d .
v(w ∗p,d ) − v(wi )
w ∗p,d − wi

≤
<

v(w ∗p,d ) − v(wt,∗ p )
w ∗p,d − wt,∗ p

=

2kw ∗p,d + p0∗ − v(wt,∗ p )
w ∗p,d − wt,∗ p

2kw ∗p,d + v(wt,∗ p ) − 2kwt,∗ p − v(wt,∗ p )
w ∗p,d − wt,∗ p

= 2k
(26)

According to w ∗p,d − wi > 0 and Eq. (26), paying p0∗ brings
more payoff than staying idle.
3) Device i with at,∗ p > a∗p,d > ai : This device with wi >
∗
∗ and v(w ) ≥ v(w ∗ ) ≥ v(w ∗ ) may deviate from
w p,d > wt,d
i
p,d
t,d
being idle to either pay p0∗ or wait t i00. Because of Eq. (26)
and the concave function v(·), the payoff of paying p0∗ in Eq.
(25) is worse than that of staying idle. Considering Eq. (24),
the payoff of waiting t i00 is further less than that of paying p0∗ .
Thus, staying idle is the optimal action.
In summary, the Bayesian Nash equilibrium exists with s∗0 =
∗
p0 and s∗i,0 following Scenario iii of Table III, and σ(·) is the
waiting-time equilibrium strategy function.

Proposition 6. The Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the prioritized framework is unique.
Proof. The eNB’s revenue function is strictly concave with
respect to the direct access price, where the price p0 is finite
within [0, pt,d ]. Thus, the optimal price p0∗ to maximize the
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revenue is unique. According to Eq. (24), (25) and (26), only
accepting the unique p0∗ is the best response for M2M device
i with at,∗ p > ai > a∗p,d . Similarly, based on the discussion
in Proposition 5, staying idle is the best response for device i
with ai < a∗p,d . In addition, contending for waiting-time-based
resources instead of paying and being idle is the best response
for device i with ai > at,∗ p . We further assume there exists
another waiting-time equilibrium strategy function ς (ai ) better
than σ(ai ) to reach Pareto improvement. Based on the relation
between affordable waiting time and the time-valued utility on
a resource, ς (ai ) is a positive-valued, strictly increasing and
differentiable function. Since it should satisfy the boundary
condition in Eq. (15) whether to participate in the waitingtime auction, ς (ai ) must have the similar structure as Eq. (17).
However, ς (ai ) < σ(ai ) results in worse expected payoff as
indicated in Eq. (21). By contradiction, ς (ai ) should not exist
so that the unique waiting-time equilibrium strategy function
is σ(ai ). To sum up, the direct access price is unique and
the Bayesian Nash equilibrium in Scenario iii of Table III is
unique, which applies for all M2M devices.

Proposition 7. The interregional truth-telling property is
guaranteed in the prioritized resource allocation framework.
Proof. Assume device i with ai applies the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium strategy function in Scenario iii of Table III. If
the device with ai > at,∗ p lies its time-valued utility to be
ãi < at,∗ p , it will choose to pay or to be idle, resulting in
worse payoff shown in Eq. (22) and (23). The device with
at,∗ p > ai > a∗p,d , lying its time-valued utility to be ãi > at,∗ p
or ãi < a∗p,d , will not decide to pay and thus have less payoff.
Similarly, if the device with ai < a∗p,d lies its time-valued
utility to be ãi > a∗p,d , it then decides not be be idle and hence
has less payoff. Therefore, a rational device should apply the
interregional decisions according to the proof in Proposition
5. From its revealed action, i.e., wait, pay or stay idle, we can
judge the region of its time-valued utility.

Proposition 8. The M2M device with ai > at,∗ p truly reveals
its private information in the waiting-time auction.
Proof. Assume device i with the true time-valued utility on the
resource ai applies the equilibrium strategy σ(ai ). However,
if it lies the time-valued utility to be ãi , ai , the waiting
time will be t˜ , σ(ai ) by following the strictly increasing
equilibrium strategy function. As shown in Eq. (21), the
expected payoff will not be better off. Furthermore, paying
or staying idle will not make it better off, according to Eq.
(22) and (23). Therefore, a rational device should apply the
waiting-time equilibrium strategy σ(ai ) and honestly reveal
its private time-valued utility ai .

Definition 1. The prioritized resource allocation framework
is an indirect (revelation) mechanism M = (Si,0 , L(·)),
where Si,0 is a set of possible actions for M2M device i.
QN
L : i=1
Si (θ i ) → X is a function that maps each action
profile to an outcome x ∈ X.
The indirect mechanism provides a choice of actions, i.e.,
wait, pay and be idle, to each M2M device and specifies
a social outcome for each action profile. The function L(·)

11

allocates the waiting-time-based resources according to the
order of waiting time, and distributes the price-based resources
if the device pays. The outcome profile x = (x 1, ..., x N ), where
PN
x i = {0, 1} and i=1
x i ≤ RP + RW .
Lemma 4. The followers’ game G F induced by M has a
unique pure strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium such that
L(s∗1 (θ 1 ), ..., s∗N (θ N )) = F (θ 1, ..., θ N ), ∀(θ 1, ..., θ N ) ∈ Θ.
Proposition 9. According to Lemma 4, the proposed indirect
mechanism M implements the social choice function F (·) in
Bayesian Nash equilibrium.
Proposition 10. The social choice function F (·) is BayesianNash incentive compatible (BIC), i.e., truthfully implementable
in Bayesian Nash equilibrium.
Proof. The mechanism has Bayesian Nash equilibrium s∗ =
(s∗1 (·), ..., s∗N (·)) where s∗i (θ i ) = s∗i (ai )|ai =h(wi ) . According to
Proposition 7 and 8, true revelation of ai for each device
constitutes the Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the followers’
game G F . Since h(θ i = wi ) is a strictly continuous decreasing
function, truly revealing its type wi for each device indeed
results in the Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Thus, Bayesian-Nash
incentive compatibility holds.

Proposition 11. The social choice function F (·) is interim
efficient.
Proof. Bayesian efficiency is the Pareto optimality with incomplete information. Suppose there are a waiting-time-based
resource pool and a price-based resource pool. Distributing
resources to the devices ai < a∗p,d will make their expected
payoff worse. Allocating the devices at,∗ p > ai > a∗p,d waitingtime-based resources make their expected payoff worse as
well. In addition, providing the devices ai > at,∗ p with pricebased resources reduces their expected payoff. Furthermore,
no other waiting-time equilibrium strategy function exist for
devices ai > at,∗ p to reach Pareto improvement. In other words,
no other social choice functions achieves Pareto improvement.
Since the social choice function is also incentive compatible,
it is interim efficient provided that the devices already know
their own types.

Proposition 12. Interim individual rationality (interim IR)
holds for M2M devices.
Proof. The time-valued expected payoff function in the
Bayesian Nash equilibrium is continuously decreasing but
always greater or equal to T. Suppose a device i is allowed
to withdraw from the mechanism after it has learned its type
but before it chooses the action. However, the time-valued
payoff of withdrawing cannot be better than T, which is the
lower value of its interim expected payoff πi (wi |F (·)) =
Ew−i [πi (F (wi, w−i ))|wi ].

Proposition 13. The social choice function F (·) is weakly
budget balanced.
Proof. In the Bayesian Nash equilibrium, at least one device
pays p0∗ for the resource because the price is determined
by the eNB’s expected revenue maximization. It is the eNB
instead of M2M devices that receives the payments. Thus,
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Fig. 4. Revenue vs. Price, with H2H traffic load λ = 20

Next, we investigate the devices’ optimal strategy according
to the energy awareness levels (i.e., the energy opportunity
costs), M2M device number and H2H traffic loads, as shown
in Fig. 5 and 6. Generally, the low-cost M2M with less energy
opportunity cost would prefer to wait because the resources
are free. They care less about the energy wasted in connected
mode. In contrast, the mission-critical M2M with more energy
awareness directly pay for resources instead of wasting energy
to line up in connected mode. The proposed mechanism
serves both low-cost M2M and mission-critical M2M well
by two types of resources: free but unreliable vs. costly but
reliable. Trivially, the devices caring a lot about the consumed
energy would not even ask for resources because they are
too stingy to communicate, thereby staying idle. In other
words, the mechanism also provides for admission control by
keeping some devices in idle mode. When the device number
increases in Fig. 5, the threshold of energy opportunity cost at
which M2M devices are willing to wait (wt,∗ p ) decreases. This
implies some devices surrender and change their actions from
waiting to paying due to their stringent energy awareness. The

Low M2M traffic load N=200 (Theoretical)
Medium M2M traffic load N=225 (Theoretical)
High M2M traffic load N=250 (Theoretical)
Low M2M traffic load N=200 (Simulation)
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Fig. 5. Optimal Strategy in BNE, with H2H traffic load λ = 20

In addition, when the H2H load increases, the time-valued
payoff decreases because the winning devices have to spend
more time waiting, as shown in Fig. 7. Overall, the time-valued
payoff is a decreasing function of the energy opportunity cost.
That is, a resource deserves less spent time due to devices’
high energy awareness, so that the devices turn to pay directly.
In Fig. 5, 6 and 7, we verify the mathematical results match
the simulation results well.
0.17

Low H2H traffic load λ=20 (Theoretical)
Medium H2H traffic load λ=30 (Theoretical)
High H2H traffic load λ=40 (Theoretical)
Low H2H traffic load λ=20 (Simulation)
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High H2H traffic load λ=40 (Simulation)
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V. N UMERICAL A NALYSIS
We implement the prioritized resource allocation framework
on a MATLAB-based simulation platform. We not only verify
the correctness of the mathematical model but also explore the
system properties such as truth-telling and expected delay in
connected mode caused by different H2H traffic loads, M2M
device number, and energy awareness levels. The system properties due to the resource pool partition are further addressed.
We assume RT = 50 units, RP = 250 units, k = 0.01 units,
T = 0.1 units, wi ∼ N(µ, s2 ) with µ = 1800 and s = 2000, and
v(wi ) = 100, regardless of the energy opportunity costs.
First, we validate Algorithm 1 to find the optimal expected
revenue and announced price, shown in Fig. 4. Given each
RP ∈ [1, RP ], the price is determined by Newton’s method to
satisfy the constraint that the expected sold resource number
equals to the expected paying device number. As RP increases,
the corresponding price reduces to prompt more devices to
pay. Afterwards, the optimal expected revenue and price are
selected within the range of available resource supply. For
instance, U0∗ = 4210, p0∗ = 42.96 and R∗P = 98 in Fig. 4.

waiting time increases because more devices contend for free
resources. Similarly, when the H2H load increases in Fig. 6,
fewer free resources are available for low-cost M2M so that the
waiting time increases. When the M2M device number rises or
the H2H traffic load increases, the range of energy opportunity
cost within which M2M devices will not participate in the
auction expands. Therefore, the charges for direct resource
access can be higher, since more M2M devices will ask for
resources based on direct access price instead of time bids.

Waiting Time in Connected Mode

considering the mechanism is designed for M2M devices, the
total payments are greater than total receipts (i.e., zero). 
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Fig. 6. Optimal Strategy in BNE, with N = 200

Furthermore, we explore the expected waiting time (delay)
in connected mode among all winners. According to Fig. 8,
we observe that the expected delay in connected mode rises
given the same H2H traffic load but increasing number of
competitors. The reason is that the potential M2M winners
with lower energy opportunity cost tends to increase their
waiting time, as shown in Fig. 5. Hence, the expected delay
of the fixed amount of winners tends to increase. In addition,
when the H2H traffic load becomes heavy given the same
number of competitors, the expected delay of the winners
increases due to fewer available free resources and the longer
waiting time, as shown in Fig. 6. That is, more competitors
and heavy traffic H2H load not only make the optimal direct
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access price higher, but also increase the expected delay in
connected mode.
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Fig. 7. Time-valued payoff in BNE, with N = 200
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In Fig. 9, we verify that the inter-regional and waiting-timebased truth-telling is guaranteed, as mentioned in Proposition
7 and 8. The blue line (early deviation) represents that each
device pretends to have lower energy opportunity cost and
higher time-valued payoff, so that it chooses to line up earlier,
or line up instead of paying/being idle, or pay instead of
being idle. The red line (late deviation) means the opposite
case. Irrespective of the strategies, we find that the timevalued payoff function decreases with respect to the energy
opportunity cost, same phenomena observed in Fig. 7. The
payoff of deviation from the optimal strategy in BNE is
worse whether the device arrives earlier or later. If it arrives
earlier, the resource accessibility probability increases with
the sacrifice of increasing waiting time cost. If it arrives
later, the waiting time cost decreases with the sacrifice of the
lower resource accessibility probability, and the device still
devotes a fixed amount of entry cost. Therefore, truly revealing
the private information by the corresponding decision is the
optimal strategy in the prioritized framework.

RT increases, the price tends to decrease and the expected
revenue decreases, as presented in Fig. 11. The reason is
that more devices are willing to participate in the waitingtime auction when more free resources are provided, meaning
the waiting-time auction is more attracting and less demand
for the reliable resources. Thus, the eNB has to reduce the
price. With the reduced price and less expected devices to
pay for direct access, the eNB’s expected revenue decreases.
In the meanwhile, as the RT increases, the expected delay
in connected mode also declines, as shown in Fig. 12. That
is, there is a tradeoff between the expected revenue and the
expected delay in connected mode. If the expected revenue
maximization is the eNB’s only consideration, the optimal
resource pool partition can be reducing RT as much as possible
to slightly higher than the H2H traffic loads, so that at least the
H2H devices can be satisfied. In short, the optimization goals
and several factors such as H2H traffic loads and M2M device
number can have a great impact on the resource pool partition.
Since the factors change from time to time, the resource pool
partition can be achieved in a dynamic manner by contextaware estimation and prediction approaches, which is worthy
of investigation as the future direction. In this way, the eNB
can announce the updated price based on the appropriate
resource pool partition every time the mechanism is held.
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Fig. 8. Expected waiting time (delay) in connected mode

Finally, we further investigate the system properties owing
to the resource pool partition. Assume the total resources
Rtot is partitioned into RT units for the waiting-time-based
resource pool and the remaining Rtot − RT = RP units for
the price-based resource pool. We find that the optimal price
varies under different resource pool partitions in Fig 10. Given
the fixed total resource size and M2M device number, as
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Fig. 10. Announced price under resource pool partitions (RT + R P = 150,
λ = 20)

VI. C ONCLUSION
We design an uplink dedicated resource allocation framework with a mixture of waiting-time auction and direct access
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payment for low-cost M2M and mission-critical M2M in a
cellular network with H2H co-existence. H2H communications
is always guaranteed with certain resources, whereas M2M
communications has three alternatives: (1) being served with
the free but unreliable resources in a first-come first-served
manner, (2) paying for reliable direct access, and (3) staying
idle. This framework not only serves low-cost M2M and
mission-critical M2M together by time bidding and direct pay
approaches, but also compensates the operator financially. Except for the eNB’s announcement, no extra signaling exchange
is required compared to the LTE standard. Furthermore, the existence and uniqueness of the Bayesian Nash equilibrium, and
interregional and waiting-time-based truth-telling properties
are showed. The proposed framework is an indirect mechanism
with Bayesian-Nash incentive compatibility, interim efficiency,
interim individual rationality and weakly budget balance. We
further discuss the tradeoff between the expected revenue
and the expected delay in connected mode. This work gives
insights that dynamic pricing based on M2M/H2H traffic loads
and resource pool partitions is one possible direction to serve
mixed low-cost M2M and mission-critical M2M.
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